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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
of the
HOMER L. J. CARTER
READING COUNCIL

November 22, 1972

Mrs. Clara Harbeck
President
Homer L. J. Carter Reading Council
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49007

Dear Clara:

On behalf of Western Michigan University, I extend to you and through you to the members of the Homer L. J. Carter Reading Council heartfelt thanks for a most generous gift of $1,000.00 which has indeed made a dream real.

With over $10,000.00 in the Fellowship Fund, the purpose of which will be to recognize a student each year who possesses academic powers worthy of a $500.00 award (to assist him or her in the pursuit of a graduate degree in the field of Reading), we think it particularly noteworthy that the final and needed gift was made by the council named in honor and functioning in memory of the late Mr. Carter.

Our sincere thanks.

Sincerely yours,

James R. Foster
Director, Annual Fund